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English is the most ....................... language of the world. It has many uses.

technical specific rational versatile

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The girl .................. you saw in the park is a student.

which whose who's whom

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A lot of English words are .................... from Latin. they come from Latin.

drived derived divided refused

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

My friend bought a dictionary in which he can look up the technical terms. 'Which' refers

to.......... .

bought my friend a dictionary technical terms

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix 'anti-' in the word 'antihero'  means .................  

against back dowm again

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We .................. ourselves to the change quickly.

adaptive adapted adaptability adaptively

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The root in the words 'reactions' and 'actively' is................. .

re act active action

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Your next .................... is to find the missing words in these sentences.

assign assignable assignment assignably

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tom can't ............. three week's away from work.

offer reward collect afford

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The parliament will deal with an international issue next week. 'Issue' means.............. .

part object matter selection

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should understand what examinations are for and how important it is to pass them. 'Them' is

a(n)............ .

pronoun noun adverb adjective

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mary has used a dictionary. A dictionary has ................... used by Mary.

be being to being been

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The prefix un- in the words 'unusual' and 'unabridged' means........... .

again not with after

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Nobody can .................the result of the football match. Nobody can say the result before the

match. 

predict concentrate broaden idealize

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The gold coins ....................... last night.

steal were stolen was stolen stole

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

They were having an ..................... about whose turn was to do the cooking.

argue argues arguable argument

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Many people associate war  with death. 'Associate' means............. .              

connect refuse originate disappear

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

You should ............... the first syllable of 'runner'.

stress stressful stressfully  stressed

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Tell me the main points now; and leave the ................... for later.

boldfaces accents details entries

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The word 'Professional' has ........................ of skill and excellence. These meanings are in addition

to its main meaning.

personality approach poverty connotation

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I will pass the exam if I ................... hard.

studied study would study will study

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Elementary education is ..................... for the people of the society. It is not optional.

current fashioable compulsory sizeable

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We can...............from the clues from the clues that she is not right.

deduce deduces deduced deduction

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

She has an MA degree. She is a highly ..................... woman.

educate educates educated education

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The desert .................. as long as the eyes could see.

continued continuity continuous continuously

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

We ................... the original fireplace when we decorated the room. We kept it.

obtained retained conveyed abridged

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"-ence" in the word 'interference' is a(n) .....................

adverb making suffix adjective making suffix

verb making suffix noun making suffix

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Reza enjoys ................ football in the yard.

play to play playing plays

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

What she said ................. me that I had been wrong.

memorized reproduced convinced selected

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Mnemonic techniques of study are memory aid devices to help you recall significant information.

'Significant' means.............. .

important minimal gradual unimportant

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Remembring the past was his only ............... in life. 

please pleases pleasure pleasurable

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In the sentence 'we work because we have to', "because we have to" is a(n)............... .

adjective clause adverb clause noun pronoun

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

In som cases we only want to get the main idea of the text we are reading. 'get' means.........

hide shift forget understand

33-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Although he is a young manager, he runs the business .........................

profit profits profitable profitably

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The way she pronounces the words really irritates me. 'Irritates' means ..................

annoys raises wastes exists

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The suffix "-ify" in the word 'identify' means .......................

to make full of again the action of

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It is important .................... the type of questions.

know to know knew knowing

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Ten million dollars were ........................ for building the biggest stadium in the capital. This

amount of money was given by the government.

tolerated maintained allocated motivated

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Peter's ...................  with the language helped him enjoy his visit.

familiar familiarity familiarize familiarly

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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She was ................... in a book and did not hear your call.

evaded floating surrounding absorbed

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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